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luXEon V 
Unmatched flux density with the lowest thermal resistance  
enabling never before possible form factors 

LUXEON V is a Chip Scale Package (CSP) based high power emitter 

designed to deliver maximum flux in a compact 4.0mm x 4.0mm footprint. 

LUXEON V offers a unique combination of high efficacy at high drive 

current with extremely low thermal resistance and optimized radiation 

pattern to support next generation fixture designs. Building on the 

strengths of Lumileds Patterned Sapphire Substrate (PSS) CSP technology, 

LUXEON V offers the highest drive current capability in its class.

FEaturEs and BEnEFIts PrImary aPPlIcatIons

Over 2000 lumens from a single, compact source High Bay

Low thermal resistance of 0.8 K/W enables more efficient thermal  
management—smaller heatsink, more compact fixtures Low Bay

High efficacy at high drive current provides design flexibility and supports  
high flux density fixtures Cobra Head

Optimized radiation pattern delivers high intensity beams from smaller optics Floodlights

Uniform optical source supports directional applications and imaging optics High Mast

Torch

More… 

https://www.lumileds.com/products/high-power-leds/luxeon-v
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LUXEON V product performance at 1400mA, Tj=85°C.

nomInal 
cct crI [1, 2]

lumInous FluX [1] (lm) tyPIcal lumInous 
EFFIcay (lm/W) Part numBEr

mInImum tyPIcal

4000K 70 minimum 570 614 154 L1V1-407003Vx00000

5000K 70 minimum 570 593 149 L1V1-507003Vx00000

5700K 70 minimum 570 598 150 L1V1-577003Vx00000

6500K 70 minimum 570 601 151 L1V1-657003Vx00000

5700K 70 typical 570 598 150 L1V1-577T03Vx00000

6500K 70 typical 570 601 151 L1V1-657T03Vx00000
Notes:
1. Lumileds maintains a tolerance of ±2 on CRI and ±6.5% on luminous flux measurements.
2. Typical CRI is approximately 2 points higher for those parts with minimum 70CRI specified, but this is not guaranteed. Minimum CRI is 68.5 for parts with 70CRI typical.

Notes:
1. Drawings are not to scale.
2. All dimensions are in millimeters.

Mechanical Dimensions.
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